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WATCH: Australian TV Anchor Ridicules Biden’s ‘Loopy Left’ Climate Summit
Chris Donaldson

Joe Biden may enjoy blanket protection from the domestic media despite his dismal
first 100 days in the White House, but he isn’t getting much love from down under.
Biden held his big climate summit on Thursday and Friday where he embarrassed the
United States. He was the only one of the world leaders who participated remotely to
wear a face-mask, the new symbol of his radically authoritarian party.
During the event the nation’s 46th president laid out his extreme agenda, vowing to
reduce 52% of “greenhouse gas” emissions in less than a decade.
Although Biden was vague on the details, experts quoted by the Daily Mail warned
that such a plan would brutalize taxpayers, force a move to electric cars (despite their
questionable feasibility), and demand that Americans comply with dietary restrictions.
The plan would prohibit the consumption of red meat in excess of a minuscule amount
mandated by the one-party government and their globalist allies.
It is a sad example of how far that the media has fallen when it takes an Australian
journalist to call such ideas out as lunacy. Chris Kenny of Sky News showed that the
emperor has no clothes with an epic scourging of our pathetic leadership.
“Welcome to the loopy-left era of Joe Biden. Where climate policies apparently about
existential alarmism.”
According to Kenny, “Last night we saw yet another climate summit. Another global
gathering of world leaders parading their virtue, making grand promises, playing to
the green left media zeitgeist, and never being accountable for any of their promises
or actions,” he said.
“The only difference this time is that they didn’t jump on their private jets and fly
thousands of people at great expense producing hundreds of tons of greenhouse gas

emissions to have their talk fast. No, this time they did it by Zoom and yes, there were
glitches.”
He continued, “And yet while the weather bureau can’t forecast 24 hours ahead, and
bureaucrats can’t run a Zoom chat, these world leaders and the climate activists they
pander to, tell us they do know what will happen to the climate decades from now,
and even better, they know how to control it.”
He correctly pointed out that little is done to reign in the planet’s biggest
polluter: “Even while they agree that the country that has by far the largest carbon
footprint, China, can be allowed to continue to dramatically increase its
emissions.” And don’t expect any pressure on a country that has it’s own footprint in
the White House and virtually owns all of Corporate America.
Kenny added, “Now many of you will agree with me that in large part this alarmist
and self-delusional attitude is nutty and deserves to be called out. But some of you
will believe the spin that this is a rational response to the light of science. Well let me
disavow you of this because you are about to hear from a person the U.S. put on this
summit panel. Forty world leaders supposedly addressing serious scientific, economic,
and policy issues and we got this: a New York-based Mexican teenager talking about
mother Earth no less.”
He was referring to 19-year-old Xiye Bastida who was introduced by the feckless
Secretary Of State Antony Blinken. Blinken’s credibility vanished the minute that he
had his ass handed to him by the Chinese at the ballyhooed Anchorage talks earlier
this month. It is simply astounding that Biden would sign off on a travesty like this.
Kenny continued, “Now I hear you, ok ok, you reckon it’s another radical teenager
repeating a mantra of environmental and social slogans denouncing colonialism and
capitalism and market solutions, wanting to use climate issues to promote a Marxist
utopia. But who cares? Universities and street protests in this country are full of these
sorts of people, right? But this activist was put on the panel by the U.S.”
He was clearly incredulous of the absurdity, “She was introduced by the secretary of
state of the most powerful nation on earth. This is post-truth politics and we’re getting
the very engine room of the global economy, the United States, the beacon for free
countries, free people, and free markets and we’re getting the U.S. promoting this sort
of nonsense on the global stage.”
Kenny said, “When you look at this rot, I’ll tell you how worrying it is if Che Guevera
or Fidel Castro were still around it looks like Joe Biden would have them addressing
this climate summit,”adding that, “This is off the rails.”
One need no more evidence that the current version of Biden is simply an empty
vessel for the most extremist ideas to ever take root within the top leadership of the
United States. The climate change summit just served it up on a silver platter.
Note: If you want to read more discussions on this issue click on the link below:
WATCH: Australian TV Anchor Ridicules Biden's 'Loopy Left' Climate Summit
(trendingpolitics.com)

30 killed in airstrikes, rocket attacks as unrest spreads beyond
Jerusalem
Alexander Smith, Lawahez Jabari and Paul Goldman

At least 28 Palestinians, including 10 children, and two Israelis have been killed
as tensions in Jerusalem escalated into airstrikes and exchanges of rocket fire
between Israel and the Gaza Strip that reached as far as Tel Aviv Tuesday.

Provided by NBC News
The clashes prompted international calls for calm and raised fears that the situation
could ignite into a wider conflict.
The Israeli military called up 5,000 reservists for active duty, with Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu warning that Israel would "increase both the intensity of the
attacks and the rate of attacks."
Palestinian Prime Minister Mohammad Shtayyeh called on the United Nations
Security Council to intervene to stop "the Israeli aggression against our people."
In Ashkelon, an Israeli city less than 10 miles from Gaza, two people were killed in
rocket attacks Tuesday, Israel's Zaka emergency response team said.

Abbas Momani Image: Israeli soldiers throw tear gas canisters at Palestinian
demonstrators at the Qalandiya checkpoint between Ramallah and Jerusalem (Abbas
Momani / AFP - Getty Images)
Hamas, a militant group that controls the strip and is considered a terrorist
organization by Israel and the United States, has launched 480 rockets into Israel
from the Gaza Strip, including targeting Jerusalem, according to the Israeli Defense
Forces.
In response to the rockets, the IDF bombed 130 targets in Gaza, including a Hamas
commander's home. It released photos of fighter jets laden with missiles.
A 13-story residential building in Gaza, containing 80 apartments, was struck
Tuesday evening. Reuters reported that it was hit by an Israeli air strike. There were
no immediate reports of casualties.
Shortly after, 130 rockets were fired toward Tel Aviv, a city on Israel’s
Mediterranean coast, and its suburbs, Hamas said in a statement. Meanwhile, Israel
halted all flights at Tel Aviv's Ben Gurion Airport.
Israel's Emergency agency Magen David Adom said a bus was also hit in Holon, a
city south of Tel Aviv, injuring three people, including a 5-year-old child.
The Israeli Embassy in the U.S. tweeted a video that appears to show rockets over Tel
Aviv.
The military spokesman for the AlqudS Brigades, Abu Hamza: Tel Aviv is now the
closest place to the Gaza Strip, and the enemy should be well aware of what we say,
and that our agenda is Full and we have more.
Netanyahu said in a video posted online that Hamas "will receive blows here that it
did not expect." A day earlier he had warned that the "conflict may continue for some
time."
The Palestinian Health Ministry earlier said that 26 people were killed, including
nine children, and 122 people were wounded.
Arab League chief Ahmed Aboul Gheit called the Israeli airstrikes "indiscriminate
and irresponsible" and said Israel was responsible for the "dangerous escalation" in
Jerusalem, Reuters reported.

As in other years, recent hostility centered around Jerusalem's Old City, which has
some of the holiest sites for Islam, Judaism and Christianity. Both the Israelis and the
Palestinians claim the city as their capital.
On Monday night, unrest spread to Lod, a city southeast of Tel Aviv, where Mayor
Yair Revivo said "Arab youths" vandalized public property, threw Molotov cocktails
and lowered the Israeli flag to be replaced with the Palestinian one. He said one
person was shot to death, with the Israeli newspaper Haaretz reporting it was an
Arab man killed by a Jewish resident.

Provided by NBC News Image: Rockets are launched from the Gaza Strip toward
Israel on Tuesday (Hatem Moussa / AP)
Nightly clashes have punctuated Ramadan, the Muslim holy month. The unrest has
been fueled by plans to evict Palestinian families from a neighborhood in east
Jerusalem whose land is claimed by Jewish settlers.
Tensions escalated Friday and Monday as Israeli police used stun grenades and
rubber-coated bullets on Palestinians at the Al-Aqsa Mosque compound, which is the
third holiest site of Islam and the holiest site of Judaism.
Israeli officials said this was in response to Palestinians throwing stones toward the
Western Wall, where thousands of Jews had gathered to pray. Netanyahu's
spokesman Ofir Gendelman tweeted that "extremist Palestinians planned well in
advance to carry out riots."
But a spokesperson for the mosque said the clashes began when police tried to
evacuate the compound, where many Palestinian worshippers sleep during Ramadan,
to allow Israelis in.
The violence came as some Israelis were celebrating the anniversary of their
country's capture of the Old City and its eastern neighborhoods in the 1967 Six-Day
War.

State Department spokesman Ned Price said the U.S has "urged Israelis to
de-escalate, we have urged Palestinians to de-escalate" and he "condemned in the
strongest possible terms, the Hamas rocket fire, that is, within recent minutes, has
been raining down on Israel."
The European Union's executive branch said in a statement that "firing of rockets
from Gaza against civilian populations in Israel is totally unacceptable and feeds
escalatory dynamics." German Foreign Minister Heiko Mass said in a tweet that
"rocket fire on Israeli civilians is not justifiable under any circumstances."
Alexander Smith reported from London, and Lawahez Jabari and Paul Goldman
reported from Jerusalem. The Associated Press and Reuters contributed to this
report.

Iran Cheers on Palestinian Fight with Israel and Suggests Vote to End Conflict
Tom O'Connor
Iran's top authority issued words of support to the Palestinian fighters engaged in a
severe escalation with Israel, and its top diplomat laid out a plan to resolve the
decades-long conflict between the two peoples once and for all.

ANAS BABA/AFP/Getty Images. Smoke billows from Israeli air strikes in Gaza City,
controlled by the Palestinian Hamas movement, on May 11. The Israel Defense
Forces and Hamas exchanged heavy fire, killing at least 26 Palestinians and two
Israelis, in an escalation sparked by violent unrest at Jerusalem's flashpoint Al-Aqsa
Mosque compound.
Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei railed against Israel's "malicious
behavior" after the country's security forces stormed the sacred Al-Aqsa Mosque in
Jerusalem on Friday, interrupting worshippers at a time of already heightened

tensions stemming from attempts by Israelis to expel Palestinians from the Sheikh
Jarrah neighborhood.Video Shows Gaza, Israel Rockets, Airstrikes As Violence
Escalates Over Jerusalem
Temperatures have since boiled over, with groups such as Hamas and Palestinian
Islamic Jihad firing rockets against Israel and the Israel Defense Forces conducting
airstrikes on the Gaza Strip in some of the worst violence between the two sides in
years.
Khamenei said the time had come.
"Palestinians are awake and determined," Iran's top authority said via social media.
"They must continue this path. One can only talk with the language of power with
these criminals. They must increase their strength, stand strong, confront the enemy,
and force them to stop their crimes."
Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif also addressed the conflict on
Tuesday, and he too attributed blame to Israel's actions.
In a roughly two-minute Arabic-language posted to Twitter on Tuesday, Zarif
referred to Israel's recent storming of the revered Al-Aqsa Mosque in the disputed city
of Jerusalem as "the largest evidence of the racist, criminal nature of the usurping
entity that was always the primary cause of insecurity and instability in this region."
Like Khamenei, he argued the Palestinian struggle for statehood should unite all
Muslims and free peoples across the globe.
But as the situation worsened on the ground, with a dispute over housing rights
having devolved into Palestinian rocket attacks from the Gaza Strip and Israeli
airstrikes, Zarif offered a more democratic solution.
"It must be said that there is only one fair solution to the issue of Palestine," Zarif
said, "and we have expressed it at the United Nations and at the Organization of
Islamic Cooperation, and this is to refer it to a popular referendum that will set its
future and destiny."
The idea was first put forth by Khamenei himself around seven years ago. Israelis and
Palestinians have made little diplomatic headway since then, however, while Iran has
continued to weigh in on behalf of Palestinians, and to provide weapons technology to
groups such as Hamas.
"The Islamic Republic of Iran will always and forever remain on the side of the
Palestinians," Zarif added.
An Israel Defense Forces spokesperson told Newsweek that up to 630 rockets had
been fired by Hamas and fellow Gaza-based Palestinian Islamic Jihad, including 480
fired toward Israeli territory and 150 that blew up within the Gaza Strip. Around 200
of the projectiles were intercepted by the Iron Dome air defense system, though at
least two Israelis have been killed and several more injured.

"The reason for the demonstrations and the firing of the rockets is trying to deter the
Israeli occupation and its settlers and extremist Knesset Members who insist on
desecrating Al-Aqsa Mosque, which is the third holiest place for all Muslims around
the world and the holiest site for us as the Palestinians," a Hamas spokesperson
recently told Newsweek.
"In addition, to deter the Israeli authorities who have been working along with the
settlers' organizations to expel the Palestinian families in Sheikh Jarrah from their
homes and replace them with settlers."
Israeli warplanes have conducted a comprehensive campaign of airstrikes, hitting an
estimated 130 targets including rocket launching pits, senior commanders and tunnels
used to infiltrate under a fortified security fence surrounding the enclave of Gaza.
One Israeli airstrike destroyed an apartment building in Gaza City, prompting Hamas
to announce the firing of some 130 additional rockets toward the metropolitan city of
Tel Aviv.

Do I count as ‘Asian American’? What the history behind the term taught me
Maura Hohman
During Asian Pacific American Heritage Month, TODAY is sharing the community’s
history, pain, joy and what’s next for the AAPI movement. We will be publishing
personal essays, stories, videos and specials throughout the entire month of May.
When I saw the photos of the six Asian American women who died in the Atlanta spa
shootings in May, I saw my mother, my grandmother and my godmother. The victims
may have come from different places from my family and lived their own unique
immigration stories, but poring over interviews and GoFundMes, I imagined their
excitement amid loss when trying to build a life in a new country, and their dedication
to their children felt deeply familiar.
My own mother moved to the U.S. from the Philippines in 1969 and in the ‘80s and
‘90s had three kids who look white. She’s admitted that as a teen, I was held to more
Filipino standards than my brothers, like no dating and having to call my grandma
daily, and I endeavored to learn far more about my heritage when I lived in Manila
for three months after college.
Until recently, I’d never stopped to consider whether I count as an Asian American. I
knew how the world categorized my features, and as I aged, I gave up on searching
for hints of my Filipino family in photos of myself. Something inside you shifts, though,
when you realize that one of the people who raised you isn’t safe when she leaves the
house because of the way she looks.

Courtesy Fabio Briganti What it's like to 'pass' as non-Asian when your community is
under attack for its appearance (Courtesy Fabio Briganti)
Anti-Asian hate crimes in the U.S. have increased 169% compared to this time last
year. Chinatowns are facing financial hardship due to both the pandemic and
anti-Asian sentiment. Asian American Pacific Islander (AAPI) elders,
including Filipinos, are being attacked at alarming frequency. My godmother, who
lives in New York City, told me she’s taken to pulling her mask higher up, joking that
it will keep her safe.
With the community in the spotlight like never before, I’ve wondered if my own grief
— much less than so many others’ — qualifies me to claim the two words that I
debate whether to check when I fill out forms: Asian American.
What does ‘Asian American’ really mean?
The term “Asian American” started as a political rallying cry in the late 1960s, but
now its meaning differs based on who you ask. For Ally Maki, actor and founder of
clothing brand Asian American Girl Club, it's about "dismantling" the idea that
there's only finite space for Asian voices.
"Being an Asian American means there's room for everyone," she told me. "There's an
enormous sense of pride that comes behind it and also an homage to all of these
trailblazers in our past."
Jean Kim, who holds a doctorate of education and coined “Asian American
Development Theory” some 40 years ago, said she thinks it rejects
the forever-foreigner stereotype.

"Asian American says, 'I have a right to be here in this country, and I have a
particular membership in a particular group that has done really great things for this
country,'" she explained.
"Minari's" Steven Yeun called “Asian American” its own third culture. Author of
"Southbound: Essays on Identity, Inheritance, and Social Change" Anjali Enjeti told
me, "One of the things I love about the term is it's as broad as one can get." (It made
me think of times white friends have said they don’t consider me Asian.)
While the meaning of "Asian American" changes from person to person, and even day
to day in my case, I’m not alone in believing it signifies something new now.
'Asian American' is political
When the term "Asian American" entered the American lexicon in 1968, it had a very
specific purpose: to build political power. Inspired by the Black Power, anti-Vietnam
War and American Indian movements, among others, two students at the University of
California, Berkeley, Emma Gee and Yuji Ichioka, decided to call their campus
organization the Asian American Political Alliance, usually cited as the first use of
the two words together.

Ralph Crane Student Protest (Ralph Crane / The LIFE Picture Collection)
"They were trying to convey the similarity in historical experiences among then
primarily Japanese, Chinese, Filipino, South Asians and ... Koreans," Michael Omi, a
professor at UC Berkeley, who was taught by Ichioka, told me.
"Those commonalities included immigration exclusion, the denial of naturalization
rights and discriminatory laws and practices ... that led to their marginalization."
Russell Jeung, co-founder of Stop AAPI Hate, said the term at the time was "a way to
resist ... this notion that the East is inferior" to the West. The emphasis on "American"
was about inclusion in a society that had long tried to paint AAPI people as separate,
he added.
The term galvanized the community once again after the 1982 killing of 27-year-old
Chinese-American Vincent Chin by two white autoworkers in Detroit. The American

automobile industry was being outcompeted by the Japanese, and Chin's attackers —
who repeatedly struck his head with a baseball bat but didn't serve any jail time
— reportedly said, "It's because of you little m—f—s that we're out of work."

Richard Sheinwald Lily Chin (Richard Sheinwald / AP)
"The general sentiment was that justice was not served and that the Asian American
community needed to band together in a different way to have a stronger voice
because everyone recognized that Vincent Chin was murdered," John Yang, president
of Asian Americans Advancing Justice – Asian American Justice Center, recalled.
"In 1982 and thereafter, people recognized ... that lawmakers would not pay attention
if it is only coming from the perspective of one specific Asian ethnicity."
Balancing broadness with nuance
For many members of the community, the lack of specificity in “Asian American” is
its downfall. My mother told me that she feels it wipes away the nuances of her
individual story, moving to a suburb of Albany, New York, and deciding to become a
lawyer in her 30s. My own hesitation around using the term is that I've long been told
I don't fit into the American idea of what Asian looks like.
"Non-Asians often see Asians as exactly the same as one another," Enjeti explained,
adding that many fear the term reinforces this idea and she understands this
argument. For example, while she identifies as Indian American and Asian American,
she stressed that this doesn't mean she knows any more about the Malaysian, Chinese
or Singaporean cultures than she does Latino communities.
Enjeti stressed that being Asian American doesn't mean she knows any
more about the Malaysian, Chinese or Singaporean cultures than she
does Latinx communities.

Enjeti said the other concern, based on her experience as a political organizer in
Atlanta, is that "Asian American" can minimize the vast range of struggles AAPI
communities face, from income inequality to immigration and language access.
Determining which issues and ethnicity should take center stage continues to
challenge the movement, added Yen Espiritu, a professor of ethnic studies at
University of California, San Diego.
"As the community gets more diverse, those questions become amplified," she said. "It
is an issue in any kind of organizing. The leadership has to figure out how to become
much more inclusive."
She called attention to her own story as a Vietnamese refugee, which she said is
sometimes overlooked by people whose families migrated voluntarily, adding,
"There's a big class and educational difference."
The importance of exclusivity isn’t about people like me, and rightly so. I’m as safe as
any other white woman when I walk down the street, even though most white women
weren’t once told as a kid that they couldn’t leave sports practice with their own
mother because the coach didn’t believe they were related.
I have only a handful of stories like this, where someone else’s assumptions about my
family left me confused and insecure, and I’ve mentally replayed them these past few
weeks.

Courtesy Marc Hohman The author and her family on vacation in 2005. (Courtesy
Marc Hohman)
Amid the recent violence, New York City-based organizer Thahitun Mariam said she's
seen AAPI people "reclaiming the term for ourselves ... so that ‘Asian American’ is
not just seen as just one specific type of Asian within America."

"We've seen throughout the years attacks against many immigrant communities," she
added. "I think it is broadening because a lot of the conversations we're having about
Asian Americans (are) inclusive of a lot of different communities. Folks face different
forms of violence in society, so the more people you have under this umbrella, the
more protection there is."
Her outlook is, in part, informed by the activism she saw in her neighborhood after
9/11, as attacks against Muslims surged in the U.S.
"After 9/11 happened, we had to figure out ... how do we create systems of community
care?" she recalled. "I think that is why we're able to align and rally together and
show up for each other because we've seen how our South Asian communities, Muslim
communities have been targeted."
'Transforming into something new'
Understanding the origins of anti-Asian sentiment in the U.S. defines success within
Kim’s Asian American Development Theory — which posits that Asian Americans
need information and strong support systems in order to let go of the self-hatred that
racism can cause. “If you don't know the history, a person tends to blame him or
herself for whatever they’re experiencing. They think, ‘It must be something about me,
it must be something that I'm doing,’” she explained.
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Kim, who has a daughter who passes as white, said she’s not sure how the theory
applies to people like us and wants more research. “Their connection with the Asian
American experience … might either be weaker or might take longer to come to be an
important aspect of who they are,” she said.
Reporting a story earlier this year was my first education on the history of anti-Asian
violence in the U.S., and Kim’s initial ideas about biracial Asians check out: The facts

infuriated me, but I didn’t feel more entitled to claim being Asian American, even if I
wrote about the abuse of Filipino farm workers.
When I try to imagine myself under the umbrella of “Asian American,” I end up
fixating on the hate that faces the community that my family is unequivocally a part of.
Anger overrules pondering the cause of it. Clinical psychologist Jenny Wang, who
runs popular Instagram account Asians for Mental Health, has seen a similar
phenomenon within her almost-72,000 followers.
“The violence ... is highlighting that if we don't speak up as a collective, then how are
these individuals going to be able to sustain the consequences of these attacks?” she
said.
"For the first time, there are a lot of people who felt previously on the fringe of this
term 'Asian American,' and I'm witnessing people claim that term much more
intentionally and with much more ownership.”
Wang added that she believes "transforming ‘Asian American’ into something new"
can be powerful for individuals.
"People are finally locating themselves in a story that resonates with their
experiences versus seeing the Asian story, which is typically the story of our parents
or immigrants. People are saying actually we're going to take the term ‘Asian
American’ and redefine it altogether and not have it centered around these very
disparate narratives that we've grown up with."
NBC News reporter Kimmy Yam pointed to media coverage in recent months as
helping create "more of an idea of what we look like and what we are, and that is
both powerful for people outside of the community, as well as within the community."

Tayfun Coskun Asian-hate protest in NYC (Tayfun Coskun / Anadolu Agency via
Getty Images)

"This invisibility that we've dealt with for so many decades, that's led to a lot of
confusion around identity," she told me.
AAPI people who don't feel represented by the term "Asian American" may still feel
invisible, a sentiment that's pervaded since the first Asian immigrants to the U.S. were
forced out of towns in the 1800s. But now, I’m starting to believe the term "Asian
American" intends to include people, and maybe it's there for all of us.

Florida, Georgia, and Virginia Join North Carolina in Declaring State of
Emergency After Colonial Pipeline Shutdown
Caleb Howe

Provided by Mediaite Gas stations begin to run out of gasoline after motorists rushed
to fill up on May 11, 2021 in Atlanta, Georgia. Megan Varner, Getty Images
On Monday, Gov. Roy Cooper of North Carolina declared a state of emergency after
the Colonial Pipeline hack over the weekend resulted in a shutdown of the largest
pipeline for fuel on the east coast.
Late Monday night, Gov. Brian Kemp of Georgia followed suit, declaring a state of
emergency there. On Tuesday, it was announced that both Virginia Gov. Ralph
Northam and Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis have likewise declared emergencies as,
across the southeast, lines stack up and stations have already begun to run out of fuel.
Military bases, too, are taking action, including setting purchase limits on fuel
fill-ups.
The declaration from DeSantis, the most recent, has language reflecting what each of
the states has put out. It says that the interruption in pipeline operations “poses a
significant and immediate threat to the continued delivery” of essential fuel products,
and that the “sudden and unexpected closure” and and disruption of the supply of
fuels “poses a severe threat” to the state.
Moreover, in the states that have issued emergency declarations, price-gouging laws
go into effect, a move that the Governors and Attorneys General believe is important

to prevent prices artificially skyrocketing. South Carolina attorney general Alan
Wilson declared an “abnormal disruption in the market” in his state, likewise putting
the price-gouging statute into effect.
A lot of the individual gas station outages and lines are being attributed to the panic
of customers anticipating more widespread unavailability of fuel. There are, though,
logistical delays with the pipeline out of commission, which can cause temporary
shortages or outages as fuel is brought in from other locations. With about 50% of the
east coast’s gasoline, natural gas, and diesel coming through the Colonial pipeline,
the prospect of a wider problem does loom if the company cannot get back up and
running quickly.
The cyberattack on the pipeline involved ransomware, which is exactly what it sounds
like: hacking a system and holding it for ransom money. Colonial Pipeline has said
they hope to have it back up by the end of the week, or optimistically even by
Wednesday night. Meanwhile states and local economies are praying that it doesn’t
go into a second weekend.

Biden struggles to respond to Israeli-Palestinian violence after Trump refused to
criticize Israel
Tracy Wilkinson

A Jewish driver, center, scuffles with Palestinians after he was attacked by
Palestinian protesters near Jerusalem’s Old City on Monday.
(Ohad Zwigenberg / Associated Press)
After four years of former President Trump’s refusal to condemn or even mildly
critique any Israeli act, the Biden administration faces soaring Israeli-Palestinian
violence equipped with fewer options to deescalate tensions than at any time in recent
history.

Trump gave carte blanche to the Israeli government of Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu and its right-wing nationalist supporters while sidelining and punishing
the Palestinians. That policy has diminished Washington’s ability to influence either
side, at least for now, in part because the Palestinians are wary, and in part because
after Trump, any pushback by President Biden will be seen in some circles as an
attack on Israel.
In recent days, the White House and State Department have expressed “serious
concerns” about Israeli plans to evict several hundred Palestinians from their homes
in East Jerusalem to make way for far-right Jewish settlers.
“As we have consistently said, it is critical to avoid steps that exacerbate tensions or
take us farther away from peace,” one statement said. “This includes evictions in
East Jerusalem, settlement activity, home demolitions and acts of terrorism.”
They added that a Hamas barrage of rockets fired into Israel was “unacceptable”
which they condemned in “the strongest terms.”
A volley of rockets
On Tuesday, the confrontation escalated, with Hamas militants launching steady
volleys of rockets into Israel, including some that targeted Tel Aviv. Israel stepped up
its battering of the Gaza Strip with continued air strikes sending missiles into
buildings and other targets. Secretary of State Antony J. Blinken telephoned his
Israeli counterpart, Gabi Ashkenazi, to urge de-escalation.

In slide toward all-out combat, Israel and Gaza militants trade blows, bombardment
The Biden administration’s public language has remained relatively mild and has not
address what Palestinians say was excessive force used by Israeli police firing on the
Al Aqsa mosque, the third holiest site in Islam, during Ramadan prayers late last

week and over the weekend. Israel also restricted Palestinian access to the hilltop
site , further inflaming tensions, and has apparently allowed extremist Israeli settlers
who attacked Palestinians free reign, according to Israel and Palestinian activists.
Trump’s support emboldened Israel in its plans for de facto annexation of large parts
of the West Bank, “once creeping, now galloping,” as the Jerusalem Post put it.
Palestinians claim the West Bank as a future independent state, but Israel has moved
tens of thousands of Israelis into settlements that chop the territory into largely
disconnected enclaves.

Palestinians evacuate a wounded protester during clashes with Israeli security forces
at the Lion’s Gate in Jerusalem’s Old City on Monday. (Oded Balilty / Associated
Press)
Flashpoint Jerusalem
Jerusalem has always been the most volatile potential flashpoint. Israelis and
Palestinians both claim the holy city as their capital. Trump, breaking with decades of
U.S. policy, formally recognized it as Israel’s capital in 2017. The new plan to evict
Palestinians from the Jerusalem neighborhood of Sheikh Jarrah goes beyond just
building housing for Jews but also dispossesses Palestinian residents.
“You change the status of U.S. policy on Jerusalem, you change the nature of the
relationship and dialogue with one of the parties, you leave a legacy,” said Daniel
Kurtzer, who served as ambassador to Israel and to Egypt under Democratic and
Republican administrations.
“They have not wanted to deal with this issue, and now the issue is back to bite
them.”
Biden pointedly placed the intractable conflict low on his foreign-crisis to-do list
when he came into office, and there is a host of reasons Biden is treading carefully,
analysts say. He doesn’t want to pick a fight with Netanyahu at a time Biden is trying
to negotiate reentry into the Iran nuclear deal, which Israel adamantly opposes.

What’s behind the protests and clampdown in Jerusalem?
Biden must navigate between progressives in the Democratic Party who tend to favor
more rights for Palestinians, and traditionalists are more pro-Israel. Biden must also
consider the Democrats’ very narrow majority in Congress — any steps seen as
anti-Israel provide Republicans with another club with which to bash the president
and the party. Plus, his domestic-policy agenda is already crowded with enormous
challenges, from the COVID-19 pandemic and racial disparities, to the economy and
infrastructure.
“Biden’s approach is extremely minimalistic; he doesn’t want to ruffle Israel’s
feathers,” said Khaled Elgindy, director of Palestinian-Israeli affairs at the Middle
East Institute, a Washington think tank.
U. S. officials have reinitiated contacts with the Palestinians, but it will require time
to reestablish trust eroded during the Trump years, diplomats said.
V.
Although clashes between Israelis and Palestinians have ebbed and flowed over the
years, the current surge threatens to escalate significantly without more decisive U.S.
leadership.
This week has seen the most lethal violence in years: more than 25 Palestinians killed
in Gaza and hundreds wounded by Israeli police in Jerusalem, and two Israelis killed
in a barrage of some 250 rockets fired by Hamas into Israel and dozens of Israeli
police and others hurt in clashes.
Leadership absent
More than 100 days in office, Biden has yet to name a U.S. ambassador for Israel,
and veteran diplomat Barbara Leaf has been nominated to become assistant secretary
of State for the Middle East but has not yet had a confirmation hearing.

Perhaps more important, Trump dismantled the U.S Consulate in Jerusalem that
catered to Palestinians and rolled back most aid programs, depriving Biden
administration officials of “voices and eyes on the ground” to communicate with
Palestinians and gather intelligence, said Ilan Goldenberg, a Middle East expert at
the Center for a New American Security in Washington.
“They’ve lost those points of impact and influence,” he said.
Leadership is also absent on the ground. Israel is struggling to form a government
following four inconclusive elections in two years, and Netanyahu is on trial for
corruption. The Palestinian Authority’s sclerotic and divided leadership has failed to
hold any elections in decades.
U. S. administration officials insist they are engaged. Biden’s national security
advisor Jake Sullivan spoke to his Israeli counterpart, Meir Ben-Shabbat, over the
weekend. Israeli media reported that Sullivan’s tone was stern and Ben-Shabbat took
umbrage at U.S. interference. But there were signs Sullivan had some success.
Israel’s Supreme Court postponed a ruling on the evictions, and Netanyahu changed
the route of a potentially provocative march by religious nationalists through the
Muslim quarter of the Old City.
All that was before Hamas began bombarding southern Israel with rockets, and Israel
responded with air strikes over the desolate Gaza Strip. Israel said three Hamas
militants were among the dead; Palestinian officials said the dead included nine
children. A Hamas role further complicates any diplomatic efforts because the U.S.
lists the militant Islamic group as a terrorist organization.
The Palestine News Agency WAFA reported Tuesday that Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas received a letter from Biden discussing the crisis and
U.S.-Palestinian relations. No further details were reported, and the State
Department declined to comment.
“Our priority is on restoring calm,” State Department spokesman Ned Price told
reporters.
“Our priority over the longer term may move towards playing some sort of mediating
role between Israelis and Palestinians. But given circumstances on the ground right
now, and even before this current flare-up, we’re just not in a position, I think, to see
meaningful progress, and our policy has recognized that.”
Price acknowledged the possibility of further escalation. “It is why we have been so
ardent and so proactive in our outreach to Israeli leaders and Palestinian leaders and
also in our public statements,” he said.
“We are doing everything we can.”
Meanwhile, the U.S. declined to sign a draft document by the United Nations Security
Council condemning activities in Israel and Palestinian territories, saying it needed
more time to consider the statement, diplomats said.

Gilead Sher, for years one of Israel’s top negotiators with the Palestinians, said it
was a mistake for Biden not to give the Israeli-Palestinian conflict more importance
earlier but that he can still wield considerable influence, if he chooses to use it,
adding: “There are no by-passes to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict resolution.”

Pipeline Hack Sets Off Scramble For Gasoline
W.J. Hennigan
After more than a decade of warnings about the vulnerability of U.S. energy
infrastructure to hackers, a cyberattack on a major pipeline has left over a dozen
states scrambling for gasoline, jet fuel, diesel, and other petroleum products.

Bloomberg—Bloomberg via Getty Images Storage tanks stand at the Colonial
Pipeline Co. Pelham junction and tank farm in Pelham, Alabama, U.S., on Monday,
Sept. 19, 2016.
Drivers in states like Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina, and Florida
converged at gas stations. Virginia Governor Ralph Northam declared a state of
emergency.
Meanwhile, the Department of Transportation issued an emergency declaration of its
own to examine federal statutes—some more than a century old—to determine how
the government could relax rules or enact powers to ensure greater flexibility on fuel
transport via rail, sea, and highway.
The ransomware attack on the Colonial Pipeline is already considered the most
impactful hack against U.S. critical infrastructure in history, cybersecurity experts
say, but it also serves as a harbinger of things to come. Computer hacks will
increasingly result in having a physical, real-world impact as Americans continue to
connect devices from industrial control systems to household thermostats online.

”More and more of what will be held hostage is not just someone’s data, but the
operation of physical systems in the world,” says Peter W. Singer, a fellow at the
nonprofit New America Foundation in Washington and coauthor of the book,
“Cybersecurity and Cyberwar.”
“And that might be a system that an entire community or nation depends on, like a
power or gas system, or it might be an individual system in a home.”
Successive presidential administrations have failed to compel U.S. businesses to
participate in public-private information-sharing partnerships and craft consistent
policies related to responding to adversaries’ assaults. In the interim, cyberattacks
have spiked. “Deterrence has failed so far,” Singer says.
“It’s failed against criminal actors. The fear over jail or financial sanctions did not
dissuade cyber criminals.”
The FBI confirmed Monday it was investigating the Colonial Pipeline attack and had
traced it to DarkSide, a cyber gang based in Eastern Europe notorious for hacking
into companies’ systems, encrypting their files and extorting them to pay large
ransoms to unlock the data. The so-called “ransomware attack” is the latest in a
string of high-profile hacks over the past five years.
It’s been lucrative business. Emsisoft, a cybersecurity company, found at least
2,354 U.S.-based governments, healthcare facilities, and schools were victims of
ransomware in 2020, with payments totaling more than $920 million.
“The impact of the attacks was alarming: ambulances were rerouted, radiation
treatments for cancer patients were delayed, medical records were rendered
temporarily inaccessible and, in some cases, permanently lost, while hundreds of staff
were furloughed as a result of the disruptions,” Emsisoft reported.
“The University of Vermont Health Network, which furloughed 300 staff, estimated
the cost of the attack at $1.5 million per day.”
The hack against Colonial Pipeline, which sends more than 100 million gallons of
fuel daily from Houston to New York, choked off the nation’s oil supply to much of the
Eastern Seaboard where it supplies about 45% of the region’s fuel. The company is
aiming to “quickly and safely” restore service within the next few days. In the interim,
dozens of gas stations reported being without gasoline, according to GasBuddy, an
app that tracks fuel prices and demand.
The Colonial Pipeline attack comes just five months after the U.S. government
revealed a massive, long-running hack of some of its most sensitive networks. Under
the so-called Solar Winds hack, suspected Russian hackers broke into networks
belonging to the Pentagon, Department of Energy, as well as top U.S. private
businesses, rummaging around in them and likely reading emails and gathering data.
And yet warning signs have been blinking red for years. Chinese hackers stole the
personnel files of 4.2 million government employees, as reported by the U.S. Office of
Personnel Management in 2015, including the real names of intelligence officers
serving in covert positions around the world. That same year, Russian hackers were

blamed for a phishing attack that seized control of the Pentagon Joint Staff’s
unclassified email systems. In 2016, Russian military intelligence officers
were indicted for crimes including hacking the computers of the Democratic National
Committee primarily through phishing emails.
Congress created the Cyberspace Solarium Commission in 2019 specifically to
develop a strategy against major hacks. Last March, the commission made 52
legislative and 30 non-legislative recommendations in a report. Only a fraction have
been implemented.
“The Cyberspace Solarium Commission was envisioned to be ‘the 9/11 commission
that averts a cyber-9/11,’” the commission’s co-chairs, Senator Angus King, an
Independent from Maine, and Representative Mike Gallagher, a Republican from
Wisconsin, said in a statement following the Colonial Pipeline attack.
“America can and must be better—we must be imaginative, and proactive, in
navigating the threats of the age of cyber aggression.”
The Biden Administration launched an initiative last month to bolster cybersecurity in
the nation’s power grid. In the wake of this latest hack, there may never be a better
moment to redouble defenses.

